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About This Game

Hobbit Village was once a peaceful place, but tragedy struck when a hobbit named Sam found a magical artifact.
Unintentionally plunging the village into a terrible war, Sam became hated and despised by his friends and neighbors.

Now the war is over, but the village still blames Sam. Determined to help the suffering hobbits, he partners with a witch named
Alice to restore the village and drive away the darkness around it.

Help Sam and Alice collect the materials they need from each of the five nearby islands! Match elements, use tools, and use
your puzzle-solving skills to drive back the enemies of Hobbit Village and restore it to its former glory.

Game Features:
- An exciting story about a witch, a hobbit, and their friends as they fight to save the village

- 74 challenging match-3 levels
- 20 village upgrades to build with materials gathered from 5 islands

- A charming cast of characters facing a dangerous enemy
- A beautiful soundtrack to set the stage for Alice’s quest
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Title: The Enthralling Realms
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
e-FunSoft Games
Publisher:
e-FunSoft Games
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 75 MB available space

Sound Card: Standard

English
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Not really a game. It's an observable short film in VR.
It's a very charming story, and not very long either. It's perfect for those brand new to the VR experience.. good game, bad hit
boxes. One of the best experiences the Vive has to offer just got even better!! I had the original so this was a free upgrade for
me.

I am wowed again. This is a stunning exhibition of talent by these guys. I cannot wait to see what Innerspace have in store for us
Vive owners next, the mind boggles.

The new additions add a lot to the experience. John Rhys-Davies is brilliant as usual. The addition of the book (love the gold foil
effect) and the enhanced graphics make the whole experience seem longer (probably is now). The acoustics are as good as
always, beautiful music.

I know this might not seem like it might suit everyone's taste, but I cannot recommend it enough. Stunning!!!

I could gush more but someone else wants a go with my Vive, in La Peri.. Love this game as it was my introduction to the
serious sam franchise back when my PC could barely handle it on the loweset settings. Love the cartoony and colorful art style
and overall sillyness of the game, probably more silly and over the top than the other games in the series. Often considered the
worst of the series but I don't agree, I love it and still reccommend it to people that haven't played it and love that fast paced run
and gun style gameplay.. The life of a trader, If you enjoy expanding a bussiness this game is for you.. PROS

- Good parkoor system
- Cool main character

CONS

- Bad gameplay
- Bad graphics
- A lot of bugs
- Character voice is a♥♥♥♥♥♥br>- Story is not very good
- Enemies are almost all the same
- Same actions all over the acts.
- Weapons are a♥♥♥♥♥. I'm not sure why I bought this. Wait... I remember now. Yeah. Dedede Big Band. That's why I
bought this.
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I would not recommend that game in it current state, but if the game would be a bit more polished it can make a little bit fun for
sure. So the game has potential but further updates are needed.
I srsly hope for further updates on thise game.. Consider this a paid expansion of Car Mechanic Simulator 2014, with a new
vehicle type. There are some camera issues (american muffler, good luck) and translation issues ("check/repair front
suspension" -- also had to check rear suspension...) -- it's a bit unrefined. But if you like how CMS14 had a set number of
authored missions that increased in difficulty, this is your best bet for more.. Though I really enjoyed Gratuitous Space Battles, I
found this one thoroughly inferior. The customization found in GSB simply doesn't exist in GTB. There's no actual modification
available, really. You simply unlock new items and those new items are, basically, always better. Whereas in GSB, you had to
balance crew-size, energy, weight, cost; in GTB it's basically cost and that's it. NOT recommended.. There are degrees of puzzle
games, and honestly I'm a fan of the straight-forward ones that go HERE IS A PUZZLE and then have you put gears on a board
or rearrange a chessboard. Older puzzle games were puzzles unto themselves, where half of the challenge was determining how
the actual puzzles manifested in the world. Dark Fall is one such game, so if you're going to dive into this one you'd better have
a fresh notebook and a sharp pencil at the ready.

Dark Fall takes place entirely in an abandoned train station, where years prior a mysterious event disappeared all the employees
and passengers. You're on the trail of your brother, but all you're going to find here are empty rooms and ominous whispers.
Delving any deeper into the story will require you to pore over the many letters and newspaper clippings that litter the station,
some pages long.

You'll need to do that to solve the puzzles, too, or sometimes just to FIND the puzzles. People like to talk about games holding
their hands but Dark Fall doesn't even have a hand to hold, just a cauterized stump to wave at you. There's no highlighting, no
journal, no clues, absolutely nothing to guide you to your next task in any way. Points of interest are hidden just like they would
be in the real world, with lockboxes buried in the deep corners of chests and important documents tucked away under piles of
clutter.

In fact, just navigating to a point of interest can be a challenge. Dark Fall uses static, rendered backgrounds which you can
traverse by clicking to reach a new vantage point. The connections between scenes almost approximate tank controls, with
forward and back moving you in that direction but left and right turning your view in place. That means a small room can have
eight or twelve perspectives just based on two or three positions, and some of those are just staring at barren walls.

I know I'm not doing much to sell the game, but honestly I don't think I should. Not everyone wants to keep meticulous notes on
the scraps they find in case they have something to do with an obscure puzzle an hour later. I certainly don't, but I recognize that
for those who do, Dark Fall delivers exactly what is expected. With conventions dating from the Myst era, the challenges are
more similar to puzzling out an ARG than clicking though a modern adventure. And I will give points for atmosphere, because
some haunting sound design made even the decades-old renders creep me out a bit. If you're looking for a real challenge in your
puzzles this will deliver, just be sure you know what you're getting into.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. I'll admit this one's a bit of a challenge to drive, but you'll get used to it
after some practice in Quick Drive. People gripe about the chuffing sounds. Me: it passes well enough for me. People complain
about the lamps. Me: nowhere was it ever said in the advertisements or the manual that you could change the lamps. Also this is
an old model with a facelift, before someone thought about making changeable lamps. If it's not advertised, why be
disappointed?
Personally I think I can find some use for this, especially the double-chimney version for services on the S&D.
Does it have flaws? Yes. What dlc doesn't? Can it be enjoyable? Well, it is what you make of it.. I like doing something with
hands in VR. It's what's making it real. There are a few cool things you can do. Like lighting up a molotov cocktail and putting
enemies on fire. Or drinking some strange drink called 'serum'. And it's a natural part of the game you'll love to use. I am not a
fan of cartoonish visuals, so this side of the game lost me. Anyway it's a cool bow shooter.. Yeah i think i will stay in boat world
instead. Will say they got the subs right.... looking at u WG.. SPOILER** The bugs I have encountered in this game have caused
my father's death to remain unavenged. This is a travesty, and I will keep looking for updates so that one day, I can make it so
that he did not die in vain. I also can't pick up soda cans :(. Wtf? its morning out, this game is so addicting. Not 3d, but its
fantastic the way it is, challenging when you get up to the top tiers, but by then youre used to what the game throws at you, buy
this sweet♥♥♥♥♥game.. A suprisingly good rts. can get tricky controlling units personally rather than by clicking orders.
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